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P"t' '' ‘rimi rye arrions Vtsualiry, Sexuality, Ethnography and Contemporary Chi.
C . - . .gig;-‘N éflgriaégegsfihow. New York. C0lLllTtblfl University Press, 1995, 252 pp.

Before undertaking this rcvicw and l admit partly because l was
dauntcd b lh - t' " ‘ i -Chews r)t:vi0LuSt1‘;k,‘_l (.lCCld;3d to see what others have said about Rey
thought l;_hc raw“ ri ingsand how her work gets deployed in their critical
_ _ . _ .‘ s surpnse rne. l found no shortage ofglowing reviews
in Journals ranging across a wide variety of ficlds from visual 3l'l(l1l'0p()|-
OB)’ lo WOmcn's studies and even, on occasion Asian studies Howgycr
des ite th d ' - '. . ' -W P C Spec with which her comet has risen since the release of

oman and C/llIt(’S(’ Modernity and the frequent tyitation of her work as
an exemplar of postcolonial critique l found few extensive deplo
of her work.‘ Tl I - lfmenls_ ‘cm were Plenty of references in footnotes, mentions inlists ofim rt’ t ' . . .or po an new thinkers and so forth, but few detailed di5cu5§iQn5

analyses. I
I

ln Primitive Passions, Chow tackles what is probably the most widel
kn . YChgggebgpzgsof tlcxtsjhe has written about to date’. The contemporary

. Sc Cele are mosll)’ tntemationally circulated and recog-nised anhousc movies. Chen Kaige's Yellow Earth (Huang T1441) 3 d
K‘ h ~ - - - “Z0}{a/ne ‘C;/llfd!"L’!l (Tlaizi Wang) feature particularly strongly along

_ g mou s tn ogy, Judou, Red Sorghum (Hong Gaoliang) and
Raire the Red Lantern (Da Hong Denglong Gao Gao Gua) The msuk .

rm‘ l h ' ' - - - ' . '5ffrimlln Vol] <ZhF::$lff;1Phl5ll¢fll¢d. Challenging and insightful collection of

weighiy) submit: 0l‘l_l11mEkcrS'So'far' Ftinhcmom as the knglhy (Mc ook indicates, its relevance extends far beyond

Cinema Studies to encompass a wide range of contemporary critical
COHCCTHS. _

As in her other writings, Chow tums texts into pretexts for her own
spectacular discursive displays of erudition. She does not make a meal
of them. She transforms them into an intellectual banquet, a feast of
references and topics spun out across both Chinese and English language
critical thought, rich in insights and often infuriating in provocations.
Hence the central core of the text, which consists of two new and two
previously-published but revised essays on specific films, is bookended
by two longer and more general essays. The latter consider such topics
as the rolc of cinematic visual culture and gender in the construction of
Chinese modernity, and the re-imagination of Chinese ethnicity in a
post-Mao era marked by disillusion with the models of the socialist
heyday and the challenge of engagement with ilic globalising capitalist
economy.

ln the face ofall this, it is difficult to know where to begin. Maybe this
is part ofwhat inhibits other writers from using her insights. But, I would
suggest, maybe it is also the postcolonial challenge to existing epistemo-
logical frameworks issued by her work. Therefore, rather than attempt
the impossible task of summarising all the arguments about particular
films and concepts made in the book, it is these more general issues that
l wish to focus on. taking one particular and central argument as my
starting point. ln this way, and in a manner that rhymes with Chow's own
take on contemporary Chinese cinema, l hope to consider her writing and
the rcsistanccs it seems to be encountering as manifestations ofthe vcry
globalising, postcolonial culture shc addrcsscs.

Staring from the cover ofthe paperback edition ofPrimitive Passions is
Gong Li. Established as China's only film actor with international box
office pull, Gong Li is a veritable emblem ofChinese cultural participation
in that globalising, postcolonial culture. Her image is also almost certainly
what first comes to mind whenever Zhang Yimou's films are mentioned.

Yet, unlike the many other commentators she cites, Chow is not satisfied
to sec Zhang Yimou's images of Gong Li as merely further instances of
male voyeurism upon objectificd women, compounded by orientalist
exoticism. lnstead, she seeks to move beyond this, arguing that there is
more to bc said. She does so by drawing on her earlier work in Woman
and Chinese Modernity and placing Zhang's films in a long heritage of
Chinese popular fiction. Here, suffering women are not only objects of
sympathy but also ofidentification by virtue ofthcir admittedly problem-
atic discursive deployment as symbols for China itself. _¢

’I'he particular still on the cover of Primitive Passions is taken from a
scene in Judou, discussed at length in Chow's chapter on the trilogy of
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Zhang Yimou films (l42—l72). Here Judou is not only spied upon by
Tianqing, her lover-to-be, when she is bathing the wounds inflicted by
her sadistic husband. Perceiving Tianqing's presence, she also tums to
face him, defiantly displaying herselfand her wounds to him.

Just as the character Judou perceives her own objectification and rums it
back on her viewer, so Chow argues Zhang's film seizes all the sexist,
patriarchal, orientalist baggage of China as a locally and globally circu-
lating set oi" significrs and displays it as an act of defiance. in so doing,
in tactically taking on board these established signifiers but re-deploying
them in what Bhabha might call an act of ‘colonial mimicry’, the very
assumption ofagcncy pulls the carpet out from under them, so to speak,
reversing the poles of power and action they depend upon to maintain
their established valencies and significations? Voyeurism becomes ex-
hibitionism, and objectification is answered with defiance. Yes, the image
seems to say, l am that thing! Andjust as this act initiates Judou's agency
within the world of the film, so Zhang's move has enabled his films and
Chinese cinema to engage with and actively participate in the intemational
cinema.

ln Primitive Passioiis, Chow's discussion of this image is both the
culmination of her argument and its linchpin. ln the preceding chapters,
she has covered a number of films which, like Zhang's, re-write China
on the screen. Chow secs these texts as participating in a new ethnography,
a new writing of Chinese self-conceptualisation in response to the crisis
provoked by the loss of faith in Maoist socialism and the encounter with
globalising capitalism.

However, what is at stake in her argument is not only the particular
interpretations of the particular texts, but also the grounds upon which
such interpretations should be undertaken. At the beginning ofher chapter
on Zhang's trilogy, she states:

1 will use Zhang's films as a way to raise some issues in cross-cul-
tural interpretative politics. This does not mean that l will neglect the
specificities of Zhang's films. On the contrary, my argument is that
these specificities can be fully appreciated only when we abandon
certain modes and assumptions ofinterpretation (142).

What arc the modes and assumptions that Chow's interpretation calls
upon us to abandon’? Who is the ‘we’ she is addressing? And what are
the new modes to replace those abandoned? Perhaps most immediately
clear to those engaged in English-language cultural studies from this
example is the assumption that any display of a female character, espe-
cially by a male director, is always, already and only a sexist objectifica-
tion. As Chow states, she is fully in sympathy with‘the ‘feminist intent’
of such an approach, but ‘in criticising Zhang‘s "traditional" or “patriar-
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h t" t t ent of women feminist criticism may \1““’l“l“8l>' Pu‘ l‘5°lfc a rea m t
at the service ofa kind ofconservatism (I52)-

, . . ' ' t f mework which
This conscwallsm ls prcsuinably that typfl (Pf liinimzin motential breaks
has mlchcd 3 hm" where. it came! SF? or ac‘ l 3 ‘:1I'Ci0pUfll.CI'-dlSCOUIS€
with patriarchy. because its own legmmacy 35 3P _ _ it
has become P11radoxicallY d°P¢"d¢"l "P0" malmammg the enemy d_ - - - ' ' ‘t lfunfamiliar, an
simultaneously rails against. This argumegt is not in IISTC Oran ahcmmivc
Chow‘s own interpretation ofludou provi es ar;}cX_=t" P ‘M fact ‘hm no

. - n .
mode which sees oppression but places emp asis o ‘UH
matter how unbalanced the poles ofpower. there is alwfl)/5 "15 P055‘ l l Y
of response.

However, what is also at stake here is the politics ofanti-colonialism. ln
the context of a Chinese popular fiction discourse where women ca")!

b l'c status as China Chow's refusal to take the line between male
Wm‘ 0 l f l Other as an unbreachable given simultaneously also
sums.“ and en;-a Ci to aggume the imperineability of the line between
Cllnsmulcs a Tc ‘usa d Third World Other in the context ofthe globalisedmms ‘n this he; particular postcolonial feminism
c ~ '
is clear.

H d'scussion of Judou and indeed her work in general, should also be
seirn ‘as an cngagemeni with the critics of pOSlC0l0nl3lIlC;lE1Celx;m-b. - " t wi .
achieves this not so much through a direct cngagcmenl I d
more through its status as an example of what P°l\l\¢allY “Sage. - - - ' ' the critical dis-
postcolonial criticism can be and entails. In p3fIlCLll3I',f‘h¢ auegmions- - - - t ' o
¢°l-"Se Pmcllscd m ‘Drlmmve Passwiis Colililcrs adherents of theethat have been levelled at postcolonial cnttque y
three worlds discourse.

Ella Shohat‘s ‘Notes on the “Post-Colonial" ‘ is an ofi-citedexamplc of
the criticism of postcolonial discourse, recently revised for inclusionlén
Unthinking Eurocentrism.-‘ The latter work maintains Ia three wor s
perspective, but attempts to append various insights gained from post-
colonial criticism. The main thrust of_S_hohat s article IS. to arg:‘t;:¢_
postcolonial critical discourse of depoliticising the field. 15 P _l
tially a very serious charge, and it would be more convincing w_°_r° '
backed with more concrete instances drawn from postcolonial critique
itself. For example, in common with man)’ °lh_°'5- S_h°hal acclfscs post-
colonial discourse of homogenising and blt-ll'Y"_\B ‘llflcrcncci A5 3
scriptive catch-all term, “hybridity“ fails to discriminate between tl e
diverse modalities ofhybridity: colonialimposition, obligatory assimi a-
tion, political co-optation, cultural mimicry, and so forth . _:

However, a generalised and homogenised aecountlof the dynamigsnoi
postcoloniality is precisely what Chow s work avoids. 0 return
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example of her analysis of the shot of Judou on the cover of Primitive
Passions, she locates it very carefully in a complex and specific matrix
that simultaneously accommodates a legacy of melodramatic popular
fiction ccniring on female characters, the intemal Chinese cultural crisis
of the inid-eighties, and the work's intemational circulation. To turn
Shohat‘s criticism on its head, these simultaneous ambivalences are what
hanging on to the three worlds discourse risks making invisible and cannot
accommodate. Such approaches are limited to an either — or binarism,
which makes it impossible to see both the complexity that Chow so
carefully delineates and the political engagement in the deconstniction
ofcolonial power dynamics she argues it enables. Unlike ‘First World‘,
‘Third.World‘ and so forth, which function as pure, essential, ontological
concepts, ‘hybridiiy', ‘synereiism’, ‘postcoloniality‘ and so forth do
indeed function as descriptive categories. And this is what enables them
to be specific and flexible in their usage, for each instance of their
application is particular rather than an expression ofan underlying pure
concept.

Thus, the three worlds discourse also risks a conservatism that nins
counterio the intentions ofits proponents. As Chow details at some length
(l5l—6), both inside and outside China Zhang, Chen Kaige and many
other Chinese filmmakers successful overseas are accused of peddling
cxotieised images of Chinese backwardness to titillate Westem viewers,
of orientalism. This criticism is issued not only by critics following the
Chinese govemment line, but also by those with a well-established
independent stance. One ofthe best examples is the well-known cultural
and political commentator Dai Qing, who went to prison following her
support for the I989 student Democracy Movement.

ln an article translated into English and cited by Chow, Dai complains
that Zhang's movies are made for foreigners and expresses her outrage
at his tendency to invent apparently traditional decor, customs, costumes
and so forth which never existed.’ For example, the whole business of
hanging the red lantems in Raise the Red Lantern has no basis in fact,
there is no historical basis for the dyeing works architecture shown in
Judou, and the liquor distilled from sorghum is red in Red Sorghum but
clear in reality.

ln this critique of Zhang and others, issues of authenticity and betrayal
are linked by a discourse in which Chineseness is understood in terms of
national identity. Reading this type ofcritique, it seems that not only is
telling lies about China to please foreigners, but pleasing foreigners is
always already to tell lies about China. For Chow, however, the highly
stylised and foregrounded unauthenticity ofZhang‘s work is part ofwhat
appeals to her politics, for it displaces the concem with authenticity that
underlies such discourses. lnstead, the foregrounded fictitious quality of

Zhan ‘s work emphasises that although his works are engflgcd l“ 3
Chinfse ethnography, that ethn0E'3Pl‘Y ls always already a my‘h0l0gy'
one of many possible constructed discourses rather than a claim to

. . . - ' ' ' l l
authenticity. ln this way, it can be mobilised t0 ¢l15"-'lPl any é"‘1m_P _f)
base ('hinese self-eoneeptualisation iii a model ul a singular, -tuilieiillt-.
identity.

Yet, for Dai and the others who criticise Zhang 1" ‘his W3)/~ Ch°_“’ 5‘~‘gg-cs:
it is precisely the obsessive bcliefihat there is and must be a singular an.
authentic Chinese identity that risks conservatism and bluntstlaeir Cn-
tique. The risk lies precisely in the ease with which ih¢$¢ Wflllngs 37:
co-opted into the govemment's own flBl.lOl‘l3llSIlC. attacks on _Zhang an
others. Possibly intended to dlVCl1 attention from ifllcmfll l¢"5l°"5~ ‘h°5°
were notably mobilised in the wake of the Tiananmen Square Massacre
of I989 and have most recently manifested themselves in the dl5P"‘°$
over war exercises in the Taiwan Strait at the time of the T:8lWI::¢:§
presidential election in early 1996.” Llkc ll"! Bflvcmmcnl lmct
writings operate from a theoretical framework which makes no SP4“-'_ or
intemal difference within Chineseness let alone the concept that Chum-
scncss is constructed through its intemational as well as local circu atiop.
Although few of these writers would sec themselves as followers oh a
govemmcnt line, the epistemological identity of their fralnteworlzito t pt
of the govemment makes it impossible for them to maintain a equa e
distance.

Perhaps we can get some further sense of what is at stake in Chow];
resistance to the national identity that forms the basis for third wor
nationalism, not only in terms of the problems of the three. _~\/0fld$
discourse but also in temis ofwho pays lhc Pncc and lhc P°5§'b'l'llc5_ll‘j_‘§
are lost, by tuming to one ofher other essays, recently published in U1
Review: ‘The Politics of Admittance: Female Sexual Ag¢"°Y- Ml5c¢g°'
nation and the Fomiation ofCommunity in Frantz Fanon‘.7 Contrary to
those who hold that Fanon has little to say about the ‘coloured W0l?fl:
in his writings, Chow finds that she iswhat troubles his vision o t c
anti-colonial nation. She haunts that vision as a sexual agent who poses
the threat ofmiscegenation, itselfa blumng ofthe clear liflfl bflfwclcfi lb‘?
anti-colonial nation-in-formation and the First World at the same time as
her own sexual difference disrupts that fantasy of a unified formation
from within." As Chow writes:.

The ultimate danger posed by the Negress and the mulatto is hence
not their sexual behaviourper se, but the fact that their sexual agency
carries with 3; 3 powerful (re)conceptualisation of community — of
community as based on difference, heterogeneity. ¢l'¢0li53ll0fl; of
community as the ‘illegitimate’ mlXi"85 and ¢'°55l"B5 Qf °°l°‘"'
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P1 t 1' . it ' _ - . .in§e'2E:lEa';':(§l gf5'°8"°m)' mt" lhfcfllfifltflgly vies with the male

Likewise, for ‘those who can only conceive of communities as pure,
unified formations with clearly delineated borders the dis l fl d
to Western view-. ‘ ' ' - »' P ay 0. u oncrs via the intemational circulation of Zhang Yimou's
texts can only constitute an actofbetra ' '_ yal, a sort ofvirtual m 'Chow wmcs: iscegenation.

what makes the w ' ‘ - .
miscegenation such 3(fl:L‘lH1:ll‘i3Ot?::i‘t(iiif1 i):;IlJ:c'Onl:1C]0us'dcs"cs for
‘sexim/' desires in fact share with the male lflTCi_,lCC:ttl:yl';Sf:1}:i€t-Zzfllj
scioiis, tinti-colonialist mes - V
the coinp:ii"tnii:nlaliscd, Mafiihjahotdiiiifioiiitlidigit:/53:!ffttttfi::(:;%
niscr and colonised, us and them, that is colonialism's chiefideolo '_
cal legacy (l9). gl

Retumin to m 0 ' ' ' tmore E I Y Pcnlng curiosity about why Chow s work has not bcgn
cxlensl‘/cl)’ d¢Pl°}’¢d. it ts clear from this passage and f h

exam leshcsetsi P ' " ' fin?“ CP d It rtnitrrve Passions and her other work that politically
“B385 P°5l¢0l0l'tIal cnttcism requires a wholesale theoretical and cn'ti
cal reorientation. lt' ' - . '
to accommodate ills more “unjust appcndiiig. 3 few passages a"°mP""3_ _ P ¢n0mcna such as hybndity and syncretism within
what is otherwise a three worlds discourse This is what is donc of
with the best intentions in Shohat and Stam‘ ' ' i course‘ - s Unlhinking Eurocentrism
EUHHCHDOFE, this wholesale reorientation involves not only a primary
ocus on eno > i - ._ _ P "lbnil ha! breach the defining categories that subtend

colonialism and its legacy. It also involves the enunciatory 1 . f
the critic. Th‘ h i - - - - - - °°““°" .°discourse P613133: phio been a major issue in cnticisms of postcolomal

‘ . _ I ‘ most extended example of this challenge can b¢
f0\_1ttd_ In Artf Dirlik s article, ‘The Postcolonial Aura: Third World
Criticism in the Age ofGlobal Capitalism'.°

D' l'k h b * - - . . .,iri as een a most insightful and innovative Mantist critic, but
POSIC0lOIll2llv discourse clearly sticks in his throat In particular in (ht:
rt‘ l ,h t - - -- ' ' ..Bf 1;“; £32 Esdthte failurse ofpostcolonial cntics to analyse the conditions

m ‘ _ 5 ence. _ ticking to the three worlds discourse, for him,
°)' are Third World intellectuals [who] have arrived in First World

' some isai 1'5‘ ' "(330). he concludes that n aya ri pivak s position at Yale

T0 Pl" ll bl“"ll)’- P°5l¢0l0fll8llly is designed to avoid making sense
0fth-- -i" - __t. currcn crisis and,'in the process, to cover up the ongins of
postcolonial intellectuals in a global capitalism ofwhicli they are not
so much victims as beneficiaries (353)

C ' f - . .Omlflg rom the Professor of History at esteemed Duke University and
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a man who claims to be ‘(more or less) one ofthe Third World intellectuals
in First World acadcme' (328), this borders on hypocrisy or, at a very
minimum, hoisting oneself on one’s own petard.

More important, however, it demonstrates once again the pertinence of
Chow‘s remarks about the inability to see the subtleties and political
possibilities ofthe current situation ifone persists with interpretive modes
and assumptions that exclude them. For Dirlik, it seems, intellectuals can
only be First World or Third World (he acknowledges the demise ofthe
Second World on p. 350). And those who temi themselves postcolonial
can only be accommodated into this epistemology as traitors from the
Third World trying to be First World, much as the same framework can
only see Zhang Yimou's films as pimping Gong Li as an orientalist
titillation for Westem viewers.

However, what the altemative position might be remains inadequately
articulated in postcolonial discourse. This is not a matter of giving an
individual, personal or psychological account ofone's enunciatory posi-
tion. Rather, it requires an explicit account of how the postcolonial
intellectual locates herself or himself in relation to the reconfigured
topography of globalising capitalism in order to remain politically en-
gaged. As Stuart Hall notes in his sophisticated and penetrating account
ofthe various challenges mounted against postcolonial critical discourse,
for all the failings of Dirlik‘s article, in pointing out the absence of such
an account he has indeed ‘put his finger squarely, and convincingly, on
a serious lacuna in the post-colonial episteme'.‘°

Chow does not answer this larger question directly in Pri'mi'Ii've Passions.
However, she does make a striking statement about her own position. She
claims that ‘l write about contemporary mainland Chinese cinema
ultimately as a foreigner’ (51 ). What are the implications ofthis remark?
For Dirlik, this would presumably mean nothing more than a disavowal
of her Third World roots. l doubt whether this is the case, nor do l think
this is offered as any sort ofapologia for a lack ofauthenticity. Although
such a remark cenaiiily cannot constitute the hilly articulated analysis of
the relationship between postcolonial criticism and global capitalism that
Hall and Dirlik both call for, it does offer some clues about what is
entailed.
For, in claiming to ‘write as a foreigner‘, it seems to me that Chow is
provocatively marking out both her rejection of the concept of the
authentic voice and her rejection of the idea that Chinese culture is a
self-enclosed entity that only those living in and belonging to a self-des-
ignated national community have a stake in (in other words, thc_Chinese
govemment line that outsiders should not intervene in China's"'intemal
affairs). As hcr discussion of Fanon indicates, national communities are
constituted in our world as patriarchal. For Chow, it is only possible to
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post-colonial framework that admits multiplicities ofdifference. The very
writing ofPrimi'ti've Passions is an attempt to produce such an enabling
framework. ~

Once again, the implications of this are daunting for other scholars who
wish to write about cultures other than their own. For it requires a
wholesale reorientation and rethinking oftheir enunciatory position. in a
world where the line between First World and Third World is no longer
impemieable, as the very existence ofwhat Dirlik persists in calling ‘Third
World‘ intellectuals in the ‘First World‘ itself illustrates, they cannot
claim to be writing from an uninvolved distance anymore. ln a situation
where the former populations ofthe Third World cannot be seen as simply
the objects ofcolonialist capitalism but also as agents within the societies
of globalised capitalism, scholars need to rethink their relations to both
the former First World and the fonner Third World. What exactly are
their various interests and concems in a world where the former Third
World can, to greater or lesser degrees, choose to accept or reject their
work with consequences not only for the-former Third World but also for
them? What do they hope to gain from engaging in the anti-colonialist
struggle, other than a sense of their own nobility‘? How should this
situation cause them to address their work and to attempt to engage
politically?

Primitive Passions is addressed to both Chinese intellectuals, in and
outside the People's Republic, and to other intellectuals interested in
China. l interpret this to stem from Chow's understanding that all their
various responses will impact upon her effons to encourage and partici-
pate in carving out the kind of postcolonialist world and Chinese culture
she requires for her own self-empowerment and that of other Chinese
women. ln other words, Chow's writings work from the assumption that
Chinese intellectuals and intellectuals elsewhere in the postcolonial globe
are located in a shared (but not undifferentiated) space.

By way ofcontrast, in Unihfn/ring Eurocentrism, Shohat and Siam seem
to address their calls for a multicultural pedagogy to the intellectuals of
the First World alone. Although l am sure that both authors are globally
engaged in many aspects oftheir work and their own lives, the logical
implication ofthis rhetorical address, intentional or not, is that First World
intellectuals are still the only ones that really count, that can actually exert
power, and of course this is one ofthe hidden assumptions of the three
worlds discourse. Also as a result ofthis epistemological framework, their
well-motivated calls for a multicultural pedagogy are not, as far as I can
tell, grounded in an attempt to explain how this will benefit their (implic-
itly First World) readers and work fortheir political and material interests,
because again the three worlds discourse assumes that the interests of

these l‘ll'Sl vvoiid ieauers can utlty tie aiigncu wttii wiullt-1H>lH and
neo-colonialism. Rather, the logic ofthis seems to come down to an appeal
to self-sacrificing liberal faimess. In this sense, Shohat and Stam are
disabled by their own epistemological framework. For, although they
quite admirably call for solidarity with the Third World, it is impossible
to see how this can be achieved with a thirikirig that cannot aniculate the
grounds ofmeaningful contact, mutual impact, common interests against
other foes, and so forth.

ln conclusion, then, l would argue that it is these larger challenges
implicitly issued by Chow's critical practice in Primitive Pu-Y-tivflf and
elsewhere that are daunting and yet most demand explicit articulation and
consideration. This book is not a conventional study ofa certain cinema.
There is no attempt to discuss the institutional context of filmmaking in
China at present. There are no tables indicating numbers offilms produced
in different studios. There is no discussion of major trends and general
directions across the industry as a whole. Put simply, it is not a mapping
exercise conducted from some extemal space.

Rather, Primitive Passions attempts to articulate another, engaged frame-
work within which that cinema can be analysed, and this frrtmework
attempts to make visible what is at stake in the texts analysed for those
engaged in such an interpretive project whether as writers or as readers.
As such, it itself constitutes a part of and moves the reader into postcolo-
nial Chinese culture as one which is challenging the remnant epistemol-
ogy ofthe colonial order and demanding our attention as a space mobilised
by a range of various empowered players. And in the case of Chinese
filmmakers, as Chow rightly assumes, the very global circulation oftheir
texts attests to the extension of that power well beyond the borders of the
People's Republic itself.
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